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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the proceedings from the research results dissemination seminar to the stake 
holders, project sponsors, government ministries, departments and agencies, academia and other 
relevant key industry players on the SECA Project, specifically on ‘A System to Assess the Quality of E-
services in Uganda’ held on 22nd September, 2021 at 10:00am by Dr. Aminah Zawedde (the Principal 
Investigator), Lutaaya Shafiq (Registration No: 2018/Hd05/2094U), a candidate for the Master of Science 
in Information Systems degree of Makerere University, as well as the mentor, Prof. Gilbert Maiga. The 
research project title is A MODEL FOR QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF E-SERVICES IN RESOURCE 
CONSTRAINED ENVIRONMENTS. 

2. ACCESSING THE RECORDING 

The recording of the complete session is accessible through the credentials below. 

Link to Recording of session: 

Topic: SECA Dissemination Workshop on Quality Assessment of e-Services 

Date: Sep 22, 2021 09:45 AM  

The link for the recording for viewers/attendees: 

https://zoom.us/rec/share/pzrVShnZDWk66RRPy58g-KT_mjgXWBZYAzjDlSMvB4m2kBcOd5vLVG 

o5ORjtvXS4.DvrHscnAw5DBSBQK  

Passcode: =Uwp7nFC 

View recording as host (this link can be used only by the host): 

https://zoom.us/recording/detail?meeting_id=r5KHqJO1RWaaVwNb3aVZLA%3D%3D 

 

3. ATTENDEES 

More than 55 attendees were present at the dissemination event, among whom include the following: - 

Some of the attendees (not all are listed here): Prof. Umar Kakumba, Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi, Prof. 
Tonny Oyana, Prof. Engineer Bainomugisha, Dr. Swaib Kyanda, Dr. Hasifah Namatovu, Peter Mukuru, 
Christopher Kanyesigye, Dr. Alice Mugisha, Dr. Rashidah Kasauli, Dr. Micheal Kizito, Dr. Hawa Nyende, 
Dr. Annabella Basaza-Ejiri, Dr. Benjamin Kanagwa, Mr. Wasike Timothy, Mr. George Ochieng Muzahuzi, 
James Mukyinga, Richard Sempala, Jeff, Ahimbisibwe Shallon, Nestor Mugabe, Margaret Nagwovuma,  

Philbert Obuchel Geoffrey, Odong Simon Peter, Aisha Kabeda, Kamulegeya Grace, Denis Mugabi, Ritah 
Kamiti, OKOU L'Okou, Charles Funa, KIYINGI PAUL, SSEKYANZI HENRY, Pius Mwinganisa, Elias 
Tuhereze, Kamulegeya Grace, James Mukasa, Grace Akol, Philip Opio, Livingstone Ndigezza, 
Livingstone Ndigezza, Raphael Ochieng Otaala, Twinomugisha Alex, Ritah Kamiti, Sheilla Nyeko, Herbert 
Katongole, Duncan Kerongo,  Herbert Katongole, George Luttamaguzi, Ajambo Kwoshaba Linda, 
Lukonge Simon, Richard Otim, Nasasira Ivan, Nkwasibwe Reagan, Olwa Charles, Josephine Akumu, 
Fiona Namarome, , Isaac Gidudu, and others. 

 

https://zoom.us/rec/share/pzrVShnZDWk66RRPy58g-KT_mjgXWBZYAzjDlSMvB4m2kBcOd5vLVG
https://zoom.us/rec/share/pzrVShnZDWk66RRPy58g-KT_mjgXWBZYAzjDlSMvB4m2kBcOd5vLVG
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4. ADAPTED AGENDA 

The Adapted Agenda was as follows: (with in 11:00am to 12:00pm). 

S/N Item Who 

1 Registration and Introductions Charles Halonda-Funa 

2 Welcome Remarks and Overview Prof. Gilbert Maiga (Mentor) 

3 Introduction to the SECA Project Dr. Aminah Zawedde  

(Principal Investigator) 

4 Presentation of the Methods, Results, the Model and the 
Tool (18 minutes) 

Mr. Shafiq Lutaaya  

(Technical Lead and Master’s Student) 

5 Relevance of the tool to Industry, Policy Making and 
Regulation 

Rowena Turinawe,  

Business Transformation Manager, National IT 
Authority  

(Quality Assessment of E-services),  

6 Experiences down the road and success Prof. Gilbert Maiga (Mentor) 

7 Questions and Answer Session Charles Halonda-Funa 

8 Remarks from the SECA Project Sponsors Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi 

(Director of Research and Gradudate 
Training), / Carnegie Corporation of New York 

9 Remarks from the Dean: Relevance of the project to the IT 
Department 

Dr. Evelyn Kahiigi  

(Ag. Dean, SCIT) 

10 Remarks from the College Principal Prof. Tonny Oyana (CoCIS Principal) 

11 Closing Remarks Prof. Umar Kakumba (Deputy Vice Chancellor 
– Academic Affairs). 

Chairperson, Carnegie SECA, Project 
Implementation Committee. 
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5. PROCEEDINGS FROM THE SECA RESEARCH DISSEMINATION SEMINAR 

This section presents the proceedings from the dissemination seminar. 

5.1 Introduction to the Dissemination session by the Moderator: Charles Funa 

The moderator welcomed the attendees to: A dissemination seminar on a system that assesses the quality of e-services 
in Uganda, under the Carnegie Corporation of New York. He introduced the day’s speakers and their profiles in brief, and 
handed over to the Mentor to give his remarks. Briefly Prof. Maiga is the Dean of the School of Computing & Informatics 
Technology and holds a PhD in Information Systems. 

5.2 Welcome Remarks and Overview by PROF. GILBERT MAIGA                                                                                                                                    

Key highlights from the mentor 

- Prof. Gilbert Maiga is a Mentor on the SECA Project with a theme ‘A Model for Quality Assessment of E-services 
in Resource Constrained Environments’. Maiga serves as the Dean of School of Computing and Informatics 
Technology, Makerere University. 

- The mentor indicated that he was honored and privileged for having been associated with this project as the 
mentor of the post-doctoral fellow Dr. Aminah Zawedde and the Technical Lead Mr. Lutaaya Shafiq. He wished 
every one attending continued good health amidst the challenges of the current coronavirus pandemic. He 
welcomed everyone to the event and thanked them for finding the time to attend this critical dissemination event 
to listen in to some of the outcomes of the project that is being implemented under the SECA – Carnegie 
sponsorship. 

- He informed the audience that the team has worked rigorously to contribute to developing a tool that is intended 
to enhance the quality of Ugandan e-services as the National Development Plan states. This is done by coming 
up with metrics and quality attributes that a high quality e-service should have as the Principal investigator and 
the Technical Lead were to present the work that had been done so far.  

- He recognized in no particular order the presence of some few people such as College Principal, Prof Tonny 
Oyana, the Acting Dean, Dr. Evelyn Kahiigi, Prof. Engineer Bainomugisha, Mr. Peter Mukuru, and thanked them 
for attending.   

- He welcomed Dr. Aminah Zawedde to the call, not just as in the capacity of the Principal Investigator of the 
Project, but also as the Permanent Secretary of the Uganda Ministry of ICT & National Guidance, and 
congratulated her on her successful role as the Principal Investigator, and also on her new Presidential 
assignment as the Permanent Secretary. 

- He indicated to the audience that at this seminar, ‘We are going to share some of the findings of an ongoing 
project in which we target creating improved quality of e-services in our country Uganda, through coming up with 
parameters that can be used for quality assessment’. 

- He added that the project is sponsored through the Makerere University Directorate of Research and Graduate 
Training, by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, he thanked the sponsors for their continued support and 
commitment towards the project. He further thanked the Directorate of Research and Graduate Training ‘for 
giving our team the opportunity to do the work that we have been able to do for our great country’. 

- He further expressed his deepest gratitude to the College of Computing & Information Sciences and the School 
of Computing & IT for creating an enabling environment for the team to be able to do the work that has been 
accomplished so far. 

- He recognized and thanked Dr. Aminah Zawedde, who wrote the post-doctoral proposal and won the grant, and 
thanked her for the job well done so far. 

- He indicated that as it was mentioned, Mr. Shafiq Lutaaya is the technical lead on the project and thanked him 
for his continued commitment from the project inception, and for the work that has been done so far. 
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- He mentioned that he was proud to have been associated with this project playing the role of the mentor to the 
PI (Dr. Aminah Zawedde) and the Technical lead who is the Graduate Student (Shafiq Lutaaya). 

- He warmly again welcomed the attendees to the event, and was looking forward to their participation as they 
receive the results that were to be shared. 

5.3 Introduction to the SECA Project by DR. AMINAH ZAWEDDE                                  

Key highlights from the Principal Investigator 

- The principal investigator thanked the attendees for honoring the invite to attend the dissemination event and 
welcomed them to the online / offline / partially physical event. 

- She took the opportunity to thank the Carnegie Corporation of New York for the support they have given the 
project as the mentor outlined. The project is aimed at supporting Early Career Researchers to empower them 
and build their capacity in research and supervision of students. The Directorate of Research and Graduate 
Training has been a great support team behind the success of this project. 

- The project is a post doctorate project, on which as mentioned, the Prof. Maiga is the mentor, Shafiq Lutaaya is 
the Masters’ Student to guide through to completion of the research and produced a dissertation as it was a key 
project deliverable. Publications had to be produced from this work. 

- The basis of this research is hinged on the fact that government of Uganda has taken some strides to ensure 
that we embrace e-government, and specifically e-government services. While a lot has been done to ensure 
that many services are taken online, for instance 90% of the current passport applications including payments 
are delivered online, save for the biometrics and photo taken where a citizen must physically present 
themselves, visa applications for people coming into our country were moved online through the payment and 
acquisition of the visa. However, there is still a challenge that we continue to see that the quality of service does 
not meet our expectations. The National Development Plan of Uganda is aimed at strengthening the digital 
transformation journey of the country, and as we go electronic and digital, the services offered must be both of 
high quality and of high efficiency. In that spirit, the project aimed at coming up with parameters that can be used 
to measure the quality of e-services: why? - the citizens must get good quality e-services delivered to them in a 
timely fashion, but also have a seamless transition throughout the process. 

- Background: The third National Development Plan, which is in a series of six recognizes the existence of poor 
quality services and the low uptake of e-services across the country due to the 1. Poor quality services, 2. 
Inadequate ICT knowledge and skills 3. Limited innovation capacity, 4. Limited network coverage. 5. High costs 
of end user devices and services.  

- Quality Assessment of E-Services: Continuous assessment of e-services for quality is necessary to inform and 
guide improvement of e-service quality. This can also be informed from the assessment as seen by the users of 
the services. The existence and application of digital assessment instruments, tools and methods increase the 
likelihood of success of digital governance, as well as digital transformation initiatives at different levels (i.e local, 
regional, national, international) and in different domains of the public sector (i.e utilities, healthcare, education, 
agriculture, justice, security, environmental planning, immigration, revenue collection, investment, tourism and 
more. Value Propositions to Policy and alignment with the third National Development Plan. These digital 
assessment tools have the ability to enable strategic decision making and promote digital governance at national 
level. Feedback is key in the processes of assessment of service quality so as to inform improvement. 

- The Problem Statement for the research was three fold, 1. The high failure rate of e-services going on currently, 
not in completion but in performance: e-services are reported continuously to fail to meet citizens’ expectations. 
2. Low uptake of e-services hence government resources wasted, human resources wasted, time spent on 
development wasted, 3. Poor service delivery- ineffectiveness and inefficiency of government MDAs. Having an 
online tool that users can use to assess the quality of these services can ably inform the developers of the 
systems and stakeholders who continuously oversee the use of the systems, and they are able to yield better 
results at the end of the day, and have better services delivered. 

- Aim and Objectives: The main research objective was to develop a model for quality assessment of e-services 
that are used in resource constrained environments, Uganda being a nation that is constrained with funding and 
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other resources, we proposed a model and eventually supported it with a tool that can help us provide services 
that are of high quality. The first specific objective was to determine the factors that are used in order to establish 
requirements for a model for quality assessment of e-services in resource constrained environments 2. To 
design a theoretical model that can be used to assess the quality of e-services in resource constrained 
environments. 3. To validate the theoretical model in objective two using a prototype. The prototype was 
developed by the Technical Lead: Shafiq Lutaaya as he was to present later on. 

- Project Road Map and Key Activities: 1. Project Inception and Conceptualization where the feasibility of the 
study was done and the roadmap to be taken outlined. 2. The Field Study: Pilot and Data Collection, the data 
collection came at a time when we were faced with the challenge of the Coronavirus pandemic, therefore most of 
the data collection was done electronically/online using state of the art data collection tools. This is also a lesson 
we have taken, that for most of the research that is done in the field, we need to think about several ways of 
collecting data remotely, then we can be able to reach more people than previously we used to when we did the 
data collection physically. Indeed, we collected data from several regions and areas of the country, from several 
people even bigger than the sample size that we had anticipated.  3. Data Analysis was done. 4. Model 
Development was done. 5. System Development and Testing were done. 6. Industry Experts Validation on the 
model and the tool were done, many of whom were invited and were present on the dissemination event. 7. 
Reporting to Stakeholders was done. 8. Dissemination of Results to the stakeholders and the wider community 
was done. 

- Project Outputs: 1. A Conceptual Model for Quality Assessment of E-services was developed. 2. A System to 
Assess the Quality of E-services was developed. 3. A Masters’ Dissertation was completed by the Graduate 
Student and it and was signed off by the Mentor and the PI. 4. Two Research Journal Papers were produced. 
Dissertation was submitted by the end of week as it had been signed off. 

- The PI invited the Graduate Student / Technical Lead (Shafiq Lutaaya) to take the attendees through the 
methods, processes, and the results yielded. He was technically behind the coding and development of the 
system. 

- Appreciation to Stakeholders. 

- She said thank you to the SECA Implementation Committee for the support on team, and also thank you to the 
College Management, she indicated that the College is her home and she will continue collaborating with the 
College in the work that is done since collaboration with academia is key. She indicated that where she is seated 
as a Permanent Secretary, there’s no way you can succeed in government without collaborating with academia. 

- She also thanked the team at the Directorate of Research and Graduate training headed by Prof. Buyinza 
Mukadasi who gave her the opportunity to facilitate the success of the research project. Above all, she thanked 
the top management of the University, the Vice Chancellors, Prof Umar Kakumba (Deputy Vice Chancellor, 
Academic Affairs), who is the head of the SECA Implementation committee that she had been pursuing. 

- She handed over to Shafiq to take the attendees through the next steps. 

5.4 Presentation of the Methods, Results, the Model & the Tool by LUTAAYA SHAFIQ                                                       

Key highlights from the Technical Lead 

Shafiq, the technical lead and master’s student on the project, presented the methods used as well as the incredible 
results from the year- long research project: 

- He thanked the audience for sparing time to attend this dissemination event that was presenting outputs 
that are very important to the country. 

- He thanked the Principal Investigator, Dr. Zawedde, and the Mentor, Prof. Maiga, and the moderator 
Charles, for the opportunity to present. 

- He recognised the Deputy Vice Chancellor, Professors and Doctors present, the project sponsors, the 
Carnegie Corporation of New York, and the Director of Research and Graduate Training, the College 
Principal, the Acting Dean, The Business Transformation Manager at the National IT Authority, Members 
of the various government Ministries, Departments and Agencies, members of the academia and industry, 
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and the distinguished guests. 

- He indicated that he had the high privilege, and the distinct honor of presenting to the stakeholders and 
the attendees, the methodology and the incredible results from the research that had been done on a 
model for assessing the quality of e-services in Uganda over the past 11 months. 

- He mentioned that, in 2012, 9 years ago, President Obama, in his 4th annual State of the Union Address 
to Congress highlighting research and innovation, the President, emphasized and underscored that, 
innovation requires impact research, and that’s exactly what the team had done.  

- Following the Principal Investigator’s presentation, He was thrilled to report on the methodology, the 
results, the developed conceptual model and its validation, and the tool that was implemented from the 
research that was conducted over the past one year. 

- The methodology was premised on Allan Hevner’s design science research paradigm, a Professor of 
Information Systems from the University of South Florida, which is aimed at solving critical prevailing 
business and industry challenges with novelty, so as to produce research artefacts as solutions to the 
problems that exist in the problem environment. 

-  For the first objective on establishing factors that contribute to assessing the quality of e-services, the 
team performed systematic literature reviews that guided the development of the conceptual model, that is 
from a prior validated instrument on Electronic Service Quality Assessment by Prof. Parasuraman, from 
the University of Miami, as well as Prof.  Zeithaml and Prof. Malhotra from the University of North Carolina 
which is aimed at citizen satisfaction from e-services. The constructs of this model were integrated with 
the model on E-Government Service Quality Assessment by Papadomichelaki from the National 
Technical University of Athens which focuses on assessment of e-government service quality. For the 
context of Uganda, it was established that three new constructs were required to be added to the new 
model in addition to the extended constructs, as the literature on the problem environment suggested. To 
ground this work even further, key policy and regulatory framework in the e-services arena were 
rigorously and systematically reviewed, that included, the third National Development Plan, which the 
National Planning Authority launched last year, The Digital Uganda Vision, the National e-government 
Framework, and the National IT Survey Report that was published by the National IT Authority, working 
with the Collaboration on International ICT Policy for Eastern and Southern Africa  also known as 
CIPESA, of recent.  

- The research instrument was rolled out nationally in all regions of the country and most of the areas using 
a tool called Lime Survey, popularly used in Canada, the United States, and Estonia for industry and 
academic research, this was with an aim of collecting data on what factors the Ugandan citizenry perceive 
as attributes that constitute high quality e-services that are effective and efficient. And in this, all the 
research ethics were at the core of this process at all levels. 

-  To achieve the research project’s second objective, having done the data analysis and made sense of 
the data from the field, reliability and validity tests were done, factor analysis was performed, as well 
regression analysis, and the independent variables were found to be responsible for explaining the 
dependent variable: e-service quality in Uganda. 

- And finally to achieve the third objective on validating the developed conceptual model, a software artefact 
was developed to implement and validate the model, which were both further validated by industry experts 
from key stake holders from more than 20 MDAs experts like the National IT Authority, the National 
Planning Authority, the National Water among others. 

- With reference to prior validated instruments on the assessment of the quality of e-services in the context 
of developed economies, that is from the University of South Florida, the University of Miami, the 
University of North Carolina, and the National Technical University of Athens, the team  established 
factors that are fit for the model for quality assessment of e-services in the context of a resource 
constrained economy like Uganda, where the team rigorously used literature in the context of Uganda to 
add new constructs of Feedback, Quality Assurance and User Experience to the final model that can work 
for our country which factors were aligned to the problems cited in the literature that was reviewed. 

- For the first time in Uganda, the team tested and validated factors that contribute to assessing electronic 
service quality, after a nationwide survey that was carried out in April and May, and later validated by 
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industry experts in key Ministries, Departments and Agencies and academia, and therefore the team used 
these to construct the robust conceptual model that is aimed at yielding improved citizen satisfaction from 
the e-services the government offers. 

- The conceptual model is premised on 8 key constructs that determine electronic service quality, and these 
are the Efficiency and ease of use of the e-services, the level of Reliability of the e-services, the level at 
which the e-services fulfil expectations of the citizenry, then trust, that is consideration for privacy and 
security concerns, the level of citizen support, provisions for end user feedback submission to inform and 
guide the improvement of quality of service, quality assurance, and the quality of user experiences 
derived from using the e-services.  

- With that background, to implement and validate the theoretical model, and acting as the template, the 
model was instantiated into the software artefact that we developed. So the software implemented and 
also validated the model, this is in addition to the various MDA experts’ validation that we used. 

- In summary the techniques used to validate the model as Professor Allan Hevner underscored in the 
design science research paradigm included, the software artefact that was developed, and the industry 
experts’ validation who also responded to our validation questionnaire and confirmed that this is the model 
that our country actually needs to improve citizen satisfaction from e-government services. The relevant 
experts were from the Local Government Finance Commission, the National Planning Authority, the 
National Water, the Uganda National Council for Science and technology, the National Identification 
Registration Authority, the Ministry of Local Government, from Makerere University, the National IT 
Authority, the Uganda Investment Authority, the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development, the 
Ministry of Education and Sports, the Ministry of Health, among others. These included mostly heads of 
IT, database and systems administrators, applications developers, systems analysts, there were also 
some board members respond to this.  

- For the system, the key functionalities include:- Creation of and management of MDA profiles, then 
Addition and management of e-services to the dashboard, the ability to create e-service quality 
assessment checklist items which are the sub variables as well as managing them,  the addition and 
management of categories which are the main variables of the model, and then performing electronic 
service quality assessment, and generating PDF reports on quality assessment of a given e-service, and 
most importantly, producing visualisation reports or graphical reports on quality assessment and quality 
scores per construct to inform decision making. The system has the ability to email the reports to the 
stakeholder to inform and guide improvement on the quality metrics of their e-service to guide the next 
steps. 

- He indicated that he had the singular honor to take the attendees through the steps on accessing the 
system. 

- The team used the developed model above as a template / blue print, since its constructs had been 
actually tested and validated for the first time in the context of Uganda, to develop the tool that can be 
used to assess the quality of e-government services. 

- The access credentials to the tool were presented as Uniform Resource Locator (URL): 
qate.qualityassessmentofeservices.com, Email: qualitytester@test.com, Password: qualitypass 

-  The E-service Quality Assessment Tool dashboard was presented with the main tabs on the navigation 
pane being 1. The Home tab where e-services that are added are displayed, here it is possible to see the 
summary status on an e-service undergoing quality assessment, 2. The E-services tab where e-services 
are administered from, added from with key fields such as the title / the name, a description, the MDA it 
belongs to among others, 3. QA List tab where the variables and sub variables are added from. On the 
Portal they are referred to as Checklist Categories and Checklist Items respectively. 4. The MQAE Model 
tab which links to the model, both in summary form and in full form. 5. The Settings tab where MDAs and 
users are added from. 6. Reports Dashboard tab where reports are generated for visualization. 6. A link to 
the Project website. 

- He indicated that for the National IT Authority, as the regulator of the IT arena in the country, this model 
should be operationalised, with support of the Ministry of ICT & National Guidance. 

- For the Ministry of ICT & National Guidance, regulatory framework around the implementation of the 
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model should be done, working together with the National IT Authority. 

- Government Ministries, Departments, Agencies & Local Governments should adopt this model to ensure 
high quality e-services, working with the National IT Authority and the Ministry of ICT & National 
Guidance. 

-  The University should be the first beneficiary of this, as e-services are failing in the sectors of education, 
health, agriculture. Since the University falls in the education category, and the university is grappling with 
uptake issues, then this can be used to continuously assess the quality so as to ensure improvement the 
quality scores of their e-services with a goal of achieving 100% user satisfaction. 

- For the citizens, they benefit in the long run in such a way that government efficiency and effectiveness is 
improved due to the high quality e-services delivered. 

- For researchers, this work contributed to the work of Parasuraman from the University of Miami, Zeithaml 
and Malhotra from the University of North Carolina as well as Papadomichelaki from the National 
Technical University of Athens. 

-  For Policy, Practice, Regulation and Industry, a specialist from the National IT Authority was to speak on 
this and also discuss the relevance and high flying contributions the model makes. This work is relevant 
since such models have been validated in economies like Estonia and the United States. Estonia for 
example has achieved 99.9% e-governance. 

- This model is a plugin, yardstick and pillar for the ongoing e-Government Enterprise Architecture 
Framework (e-GEA) and the e-Government Interoperability Framework (e-GIF) where government seeks 
to have e-services that are interoperable and are integrated. 

- With Profound Gratitude, and Great Humility, he thanked the Carnegie Corporation of New York for 
sponsoring the work as well as the Directorate of Research and Graduate Training for the untold 
commitment to ensure the project succeeds, which it did. 

- He also thanked Makerere University, School of Computing and IT for providing an enabling environment 
for the research project to flourish and do work that is important to the country. 

- He further thanked the National Water and Sew. Corporation and the customers where the data was 
collected, citing that the process was so quick, fantastic and phenomenal. 

- He appreciated the Experts that participated in the Validation Process from key Ministries, Departments 
and Agencies, as this issue is urgent and very important for the country. 

- He thanked the attendees for their audience, thanked them all for sparing some time out of your busy 
schedules to listen in. He requested them to login to the portal, and check it out and give some feedback 
in the Question and Answer Session that was coming up. 

- Following protocol, he indicated that it was his great honour to handover to Charles, to introduce the next 
Speaker. 

- He thanked everyone that contributed to the project success. 

- Thanked the audience. 

Summary 

The graduate student presented the results for close to 20 minutes, among the thesis outline key areas presented were:  

1. Methodology- (the policy framework rigorous review, design science research methodology used, the 
instruments and processes, the sample size, the population, Lime Survey Electronic questionnaire rollout) 

2. The Results (The Demographics Characteristics of the Population, The Descriptive Statistics on the Constructs 
under investigation, Efficiency, Reliability, Fulfillment, Trust, User Support, User Experience, Feedback, Quality 
Assurance, and e-service quality (customer satisfaction, reuse intention, word of mouth)), factor analysis, model 
development, validity and reliability of the instrument. 

3. The MQAE Model (the research artefact) – (contribution of theory to the model (E-S-QUAL and eGovQUAL), 
contribution of field study factors to the model, model outline, the positive relationships between the model 
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variables, regression analysis of the model and its better predictors according to the results, the construct that 
had the largest impact on e-service quality being efficiency, the model summary showed that there’s a strong 
relationship between the independent variables and the dependable variable, The Multiple Correlation 
Coefficient (R) =.775, The independent variables were found to explain 60% of variance of e-service quality in 
Uganda (R Square = .600) - Coefficient of determination (the closer it is to 1, the better the model), The 
regression results clearly indicated that  the model was significant as the constructs have the ability to predict up 
to 59.6% of e-service quality (Adjusted R Square = .596). Therefore, the model can reliably be used. 

4. Validation of the MQAE model with the prototype (software artefact). Also known as the Quality Assessment 
Tool for E-services (QATE). The model variables were instantiated into the QATE. The main variables were 
instantiated as checklist categories whereas the sub variables were instantiated as checklist items.  The tool 
produces PDF reports on quality assessment of a given e-service, as well as graphical visualization reports with 
quality scores of an e-service which informs the metrics / parameters that the e-service owner needs to work on 
to improve the overall customer satisfaction, hence attain better e-service quality. The object oriented analysis 
and design was presented as the UML class diagram, the use case diagram, the activity diagram, the sequence 
diagram. 

5. Discussions and Conclusions, Implications for theory and practice, NITAU, Ministries, Departments and 
Agencies (MDAs) in relation to the research objectives, Directions for Future Research. 

6. Policy, Regulation and Practice Recommendation; for the National IT Authority, for the Ministry of ICT & National 
Guidance, and the Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) and Local Governments (LGs). 

5.5 Relevance of the tool to Industry, Policy and Regulation: ROWENA TURINAWE 

Rowena Turinawe is a Business Transformation Manager at the National IT Authority in charge of Quality Assessment of 
E-services in government. 

- Rowena’s talk was on the relevance of the tool to Industry, Regulation and Policy Making 

- Thanked Dr. Zawedde for the opportunity to speak at the seminar. 

- Project was particularly very interesting as it applies to industry, she was glad to participate. 

-  Introduced the National IT Authority which was established by the NITA-U Act of Parliament in 2009 whose core 
function is to provide high quality IT services, guidance and assistance to other users and providers of IT with in 
government, provide regulation and enforce standards for IT. To promote access to and utilization of IT and e-
services, rationalization among user and providers of IT at National and local level to avoid duplication. To 
Coordinate standardization in the planning, acquisition, implementation, delivery and support of IT equipment 
and services with in government and the private sector. To monitor the development of IT in the context of the 
social and economic development, and the utilization of IT in both public and private sectors. 

- Various efforts have been laid out to promote e-government service delivery such as Infrastructure set up 
(National Backbone Fiber, Wireless Coverage, Data Center & Disaster Recovery Site, Transmission Sites), 
Capacity Building and Upskilling of IT staff in government (Information Access Center, Project Management, 
Training and Awareness, IT Advisory Services, Business Process Outsourcing), Creating and Enabling 
Environment for IT to flourish in the economy (laws & regulation, guidelines & standards, polices, compliance & 
certification), Automation (Business/System Analysis,  Govt applications and systems, quality online e-services, 
web portals developed, and Research & Development), Information Security at a National and Inter relational 
level (Information security framework, audits and compliance, monitoring & Incident management, national 
security coordination, digital forensics). 

- The objective is enabling e-government through, e-Administration, e-Agriculture, e-Citzen, e-Education, e-
Health, e-Justice, e-Participation, eCity among others. In summary e-government is simply government functions 
and processes that are carried out in digital form over the internet, thus this work was particularly interesting for 
the National IT authority 

-  More than 109 online services are available to Ugandans on the One Stop Portal (www.ecitizen.go.ug). More 
than 187 Ministries, Departments & Agencies and Local Governments (MDA/LGs) are now using shared ICT 

http://www.ecitizen.go.ug/
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services increasingly. 

- More websites have been developed for MDAs and LGs, systems and e-services put in place, the e-citizen 
portal enriched with a spectrum of governments, hosting services provided to government MDAs. 

-  Current E-Government Landscape In the economy: In 2018, the National IT Authority conducted the second 
National IT Survey which sought to: ascertain the status of e-government implementation across government 
and also provide insight into Uganda’s current IT landscape. Some of the findings indicated the importance and 
focus that must be put on e-services. Another survey is set to be done early next year. 

- The National IT Survey indicated that 96.1% MDAs have a local area network, 96.1% provide institutional mail, 
84.4% of the MDAs have dedicated IT staff, that IT personnel in government account for only 1.9% of the total 
workforce, most popular e-government delivery channels were websites at 98.7%, email at 93.5%, social media 
at 84.4%, SMS at 41.6%, mobile apps at 22.1%. It was indicated that 71% of government services are being 
offered electronically, 77.3% MDAs have developed an information security policy. Another nation-wide survey is 
set for early next year. 

- The quality and uptake of these e-services is a major concern for the country as was identified in the problem 
statement of this research project. There’s a demand and supply gap.  

- Some of the challenges highlighted in the adoption of e-government services by the National IT Survey of 2018 
like Dr. Zawedde and Shafiq said included 1. Poor Service Delivery (The National IT survey highlighted the 
barriers to the use of e-government services: time delays (38.9%), high costs (23%), too much paper work 
(8.7%), information getting lost (6.0%), keeping track of requests (4.9%). Government still has a challenge in the 
quality of the service delivery 2. Duplicated Systems and High Costs (176 known systems supporting similar 
business processes across government). High costs of ICTs, where government spends an average total of 
UGX 362,258,274,400 on support and maintenance of duplicated systems annually. Government is slow in 
allocating funding in key interventions like e-services 3. Limited awareness of e-government services (Low 
appreciation of automated solutions to access public services. Only 4.1% of the individuals interviewed had 
heard of MYUG (free internet). 17.4% of the individuals that had interacted with an MDA were aware of any 
government service available online. 4. Lack of integration and data sharing (Government MDAs are not sharing 
data and continue to hold similar information in disparate systems. Only 39.3% of the web-based applications 
offered by MDAs offer Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). 

- The Model for Quality Assessment of E-services came in very timely as it was based on the fact that Uganda 
continues to experience high failure rates of e-services especially in the sectors of health, education and 
agriculture, in fact, relatedly, findings from industry indicate the same. Sectors where Ugandans face the most 
frustrations when trying to access e-services: - health (47.8%), education (14.1%), Agriculture (10.2%), Works & 
Transport (8.9%), Justice, Law & Order (6.8%) according to the National IT Survey in 2018. The U-Report 
Survey indicated similar figures with health at 42%, justice, law and order at 29%, education at 15% and works & 
transport at 14%. The model is very accurate and very relevant for the challenges that exist in the e-services 
arena. E-services are failing not in terms of being delivered, but in terms of not being taken up. The model was 
spot on, on what is the challenge, and where is the challenge. 

- The model was validated by industry experts, therefore should be operationalized like Shafiq said. 

-  Like Shafiq said, from the conclusion of the model, the constructs of efficiency, reliability, fulfilment, trust, user 
support, feedback, user experience, and quality assurance predicts e-service quality in Uganda as the 
regression model indicated and supported the conclusion. Related, findings from the industry indicated similar 
facts. In the U-Report pool, 20,999 responded out of the 23,853 polled on how government service delivery to 
the citizens can be made better. Results were 1. design with citizens (43%), 2. reduce costs (34%), 3. put 
services online at 12%, 4. share data at 11%. An example is where the use of electronic payment remains low 
due to: high cost of transactions, trust, privacy and security concerns, as well as the security of payment details. 
85.2% of individuals that used electronic methods cited ease of use as an essential attribute in selecting 
payment methods. Users want government to design e-services with them, they want to be involved during 
design. Trust and Security issues came out as key concerns, which still speaks to the constructs of the model 
and that the model was spot on, and on the right track.  

- On the reliance of the tool to industry, regulation, and policy making, first the problem was the right problem, and 
was well identified, second, the findings of this study are quite similar to the reality to the reality in industry. 
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Moreover, the model validation results by the industry experts indicated that the model is robust and reliable, and 
therefore can be used for assessing e-service quality in our economy. The first relevance for the National IT 
Authority is that the model is operationalized across government MDAs as Shafiq indicated since it is something 
that is concrete. So it can be taken up with in the National IT Authority, and then use it as a benchmark for e-
services that are going into development. It will guide the e-government enterprise architecture, as well as guide 
MDAs on what metrics should be followed when building an e-service in line with the framework. 

- For industry, this model which was validated as being robust, it is a yardstick for the development of e-services 
(in line with the ongoing development of the e-government interoperability framework (e-gif) and the e-
government enterprise architecture (e-GEA).  It is align able to the certification of IT service providers and their 
products to ensure acceptable standards. It also can support local ICT innovators and developers. It will further 
guide the National IT Authority in certifying products to ensure that products are acceptable and usable by the 
end users, in addition to industry providers. Like Shafiq said, the model is a plugin for the eGEA and the eGIF. 

- For regulation, it contributes to the enforcement of the digital services standards, it also supports the data 
protection and privacy regulations (trust). It guides the streamlining of standards for the rationalization and 
consolidation of e-services. It serves as a good operationalization model for the standard to ensure quality, 
sustainability. 

- For policy, the model contributes to the data interoperability policy framework with the Ministry of ICT & National 
Guidance, supported by NITA. There’s need to review the e-government policy of 2011 to update it with these 
new findings. As well as the parish development model. The findings of the model can be used to improve the 
National ICT Policy of 2014 to reflect the current trends as the model results indicated. 

- Having this tool explaining the standards of a quality e-service, is a key plugin for the improvement of e-service 
delivery in Uganda to ensure quality. 

- The application of this assessment tool would help rationalize systems across government. 

- The research would be fundamental in policy review especially the National ICT policy, in presenting what’s the 
state of the art and the state of the practice around the world. 

- The model has the capacity to leapfrog Uganda’s level of e-governance from the level we are at to up to 99.9% 
e-government. 

- Thanked the audience for listening in. 

5.6 Question and Answer Session – CHARLES HALONDA-FUNA, SPEAKERS, & AUDIENCE 

Question: Philip Omadi Opio – National Planning Authority:  

Thanked Shafiq for the presentation, underscored that there’s really a lot we can do with this model. 

1. How do we integrate the ISO standards on quality management systems with this model when it comes to 
implementing it nationwide. 2. How does it help address the issue of duplication of roles (as we have many systems 
doing similar things. 3. On identity integration, how do we solve the problem of identity integration where we interact with 
each other system as an individualized system disconnected from other systems, especially where systems are related. 

 

Answer/Response: Shafiq Lutaaya 

Thanked Phillip for the question and the great insight on identity integration: He indicated that, In Estonia, the country 
has the X-road that acts as the backbone of the country (dubbed e-Estonia), X-road allows the economy’s different 
private sector and public sector e-service information systems to interlink and inter-operate, and also function in 
harmony. It connects the various information systems of the country which include a variety of services like e-id, digital 
signature, i-voting, e-health, and so on. 

Response: Rowena Turinawe: The National IT Authority is at the Phase One of the Integration (final stages, 
benchmarking was done in Singapore, Korea, Estonia, Moldova and other economies), what is being done now is 
something called UGHUB which is similar to Estonia’s X-ROAD, as Shafiq mentioned. The UGHUB aims to integrate all 
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public services and critical private sector services like the banks, the telecoms, infrastructure, e.g payment gateway is on 
for digital payments, NIRA is on for national ID look up, SMS gateway is on, 12 banks using e-KYC {Know Your 
Customer}, Ministry of Agriculture, Gender, Lands. The integration bus is going to have a mobile application and the 
citizen portal where you login with your NIN and create a profile, to be able to consolidate all your systems that you 
interactive with for government services e.g Uganda Revenue Authority Taxes, National Water, and other services 
attached to your NIN. The unified National ID number is being worked on, a mobile ID system is as well being 
implemented.  

 

Question: Dr. Alice Mugisha: What steps have been put in place to ensure that the system is actually used? 

Response: Charles Funa: Rowena touched on this in her remarks on operationalization. 

Question: To what extent does the NITA mandate go on integration of e-services in MDAs, is there a clear policy? 

Rowena Turinawe: In terms mandate, it is the mandate of NITA-U to monitor, co-ordinate, regulate, promote e-services, 
that’s why we are coming up with the e-government enterprise architecture framework as well as the e-government 
interoperability framework and other laws and acts. 

The Interoperability policy is being worked on with the ministry of ICT and National Guidance to give NITA-U a firmer 
mandate on who has to integrate starting this February, across all MDAs, the steering committee already exists at 
National level to provide the required political support. 12 MDAs are already on board. The policy will be in place pretty 
soon. 

5.7 Remarks from the SECA Project sponsors: PROF. BUYINZA MUKADASI 

Key high lights from Prof. Mukadasi’s remarks 

- The SECA Project sponsor, who is also the Director of Research and Graduate Training indicated that it was a 
pleasure being at this very important dissemination conference. He was overjoyed to be at the event that was 
disseminating research outputs that are key to national development, which is a matter that is dear to his heart. 
He mentioned that Makerere University, the Directorate of Research & Graduate Training in particular wants to 
promote innovative ways of service delivery. Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi indicated that he found the model for 
quality assessment of e-services and all e-government services being innovative and the first of its kind in 
Uganda. He stated that he has had a few projects of this nature in the University, but found this one particularly 
profoundly deep and rich to the extent that even the non-subject experts like himself could effortless appraise it 
and comprehend the issues. 

- He recognized that we are all grappling with issues of uptake of e-services and the failure rates that have been 
reportedly high over time, and there’s need to make a significant impact to provide a efficiency in government 
service delivery. 

- As academics, and as scholars, having this conceptual model shared and possibly adopted by government, this 
will be the biggest contribution that the Carnegie Corporation of New York’s supported Post-Doc fellowship will 
have made in this country. 

- He recognized that there have been many efforts on implementing the third National Development Plan, 
especially to have IT as a key integral part of service delivery, but not much has been achieved, therefore he 
indicated that he renewed his commitment to support the project team as they continue to improve and work 
around e-government readiness to improve the penetration of ICT across the economy. 

- Incidentally, during this coronavirus pandemic, many of us have been forced to adopt and cop with the web 
based, information technology based, technology based, e-government systems. We need to ensure this 
adoption by having the subject experts working with us, ‘the administrators’, and later Policy implementers in 
order to have these interventions as the new accepted way of life and way of governance. 

- We need such systems, as the experts and implementers agree that the IT illiteracy is still so high all across the 
country. We need to work around this to find solutions to this which will further improve digital governance. 

- The Human Resource Capacity must be improved to ensure that digital governance is a success, as not many 
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Ugandans are able to apprehend and use the e-government services, as the case is in his home district of 
Kamuli. 

- Prof. Mukadasi expressed his profound thanks to Dr. Aminah Zawedde as the Principal Investigator as well as 
the entire team including the Mentor and the Graduate Student. 

- He thanked Dr. Zawedde for initiating and setting the pace for the university to make a great contribution to the 
country’s economy, and be relevant to this country. 

- He was very thankful to Rowena Turinawe who presented on the State of the Practice and the Relevance of the 
Tool to Industry, Regulation and Policy. It is important to create organic, strategic, cordial working relationships 
between the University and the National IT Authority, and also the other government agencies such that we work 
together to contribute to the social and economic transformation of the nation. Together, we can achieve a lot. 

- He thanked the team for the success achieved so far, and ended by thanking Dr. Aminah Zawedde, in a special 
way.  

5.8 Dean’s remarks: Relevance of the Project to the IT Department: DR. EVELYN KAHIIGI 

Key highlights from the Acting Dean’s remarks. 

The Acting Dean, doubling as the Head of the IT Department was grateful for the invitation to attend this dissemination 
on research that had high flying results, that are very relevant for the country. 

To support research at the Department, as per the SECA Project, the department benefited as follows: - 

- IT Infrastructure enhancement was done with support from the SECA Project. 

- Two Network Printers were procured. 

- Projector was procured. 

- Offices were labelled to identify who sits where. 

- Thanked Dr. Aminah and Prof Buyinza of Carnegie for enabling the department improve. 

- Research Seminars are continuously going on at the school. 

- The Research Shafiq Lutaaya presented is key and very relevant to the development of the country, and is a 
great contribution to the Profile of the School, and the University at large.  

- Thanked Shafiq for the incredible work that was done. Shafiq will be engaged further for future collaborations to 
ensure the work is operationalized, extended and research progressed, and see how best the research agenda 
can be enriched, and also benefit the nation at large. 

- A Consultative workshop was held by the IT Department to come up with research guidelines on what to 
examine, or how well to examine an IT or Master’s Report in reconciliation with what is presented in the graduate 
handbook. 

- Through the above guidelines, presentations will be made to guide students as they write their proposals, theses 
or reports. 

- Consensus gotten on what is expected of researchers in the IT department when looking at the research 
agenda.  

- Research Seminars ongoing at the School to improve research at the College. 

- Thanked Dr. Zawedde (P.I) and Shafiq  and the team for inviting her to give remarks on the relevance of the 
SECA Project to the IT department. 
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5.9 Remarks from the College Principal: PROF. TONNY OYANA 

Key highlights from the Principals’ remarks 

- The College Principal was grateful for the opportunity to speak at the dissemination activity. 

- Recognized the Permanent Secretary of the Uganda ICT Ministry- Dr. Aminah Zawedde, The Deputy Vice 
Chancellor, Academic Affairs- Prof. Umar Kakumba, and the Director of Research and Graduate Training – Prof. 
Buyinza Mukadasi. 

- Appreciated the DRGT (Prof. Buyinza) and the Carnegie for supporting Early Career Academics with outcomes 
like Research Capacity building at Departmental level, thanked the acting Dean for ensuring this is implemented. 

- Thanked the participants for the patience and attendance, as well as joining the College of Computing and 
Information Sciences in this major dissemination activity, which increases the visibility of the college and 
contribute to the College’s story. 

- Re-echoed to the Vice Chancellor that the College has a relatively young, there’s need for more investment in 
early faculty to yield higher research productivity,  

-  Thanked Mr. Lutaaya Shafiq, and underscored that it was a great pleasure meeting him.  

- He happened to be among the participants of Mr. Lutaaya Shafiq’s validation exercise. 

- Thanked the student for being an aggressive researcher. 

- Advised the student to space the reminder emails with a more ideal timing, so that they reminders do not appear 
so many, number of communications may be reduced by spreading it out. 

- Thanked Rowena Turinawe for the empirical data from her presentation on e-services usage. 

- Recognized that a big percentage of Ugandans have a low digital literacy level as mentioned by Rowena 
Turinawe.  

- Recognized Makerere University’s struggles with adoption of E-Systems. 

- Need for a participatory design with local Uganda citizens. 

- The usefulness of e-services: Help monitor performance targets at all levels, feedback to the targets are given in 
a timely way, productivity is able to be shown, they are also good for usability. 

- Computer Science Scholar - Prof. Schneider from the University of Maryland: indicated that we should be able to 
go beyond user friendliness, beyond good interfaces and also make sure that the interaction between the users 
and the interfaces is beneficial, and improves services delivery to change their lives for the better. 

- Congratulated the entire team, and thanked them for the opportunity to invite him to witness the dissemination of 
findings of the insightful research. 

- Thanked Dr. Zawedde for educating the audience, and indicated that when he joined the session he was less 
educated, but now he is going back to business with more new knowledge, especially from the empirical data 
that was shared by Rowena. 

5.10  Closing Remarks: PROF: UMAR KAKUMBA (CHAIR, SECA PROJECT COMMITTEE) 

- The Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic Affairs indicated that it was his great pleasure and honor to be attending 
and witnessing the dissemination workshop led by the Principal Investigator. 

- Recognized the Principal of the College of Computing and Information Sciences, the Director of Research and 
Graduate Training, the Dean, and the Acting Dean. 

- The DVC indicated that it was a great opportunity for him to be speaking at this very important seminar, 
alongside the meeting of the Board of Research and Graduate Training. 
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- Thanked Dr. Zawedde and her team for having been the first team to conclude the SECA project and also hold 
the first dissemination event. 

- Congratulated Dr. Zawedde for this milestone in many ways 1. Giving a good example, 2. Making sure the 
graduate student finished the research, 3. The commitment on the project and the accountability in terms of 
results and outputs,   

- Mentioned that he is the chair of the Carnegie Implementation committee, of the SECA Project which is funded 
by the Carnegie Corporation of New York which is a two year run. 

- Dr. Zawedde has made a very great impression and made great strides, as a leader on this project.  

- With profound gratitude, thanked Dr. Zawedde, the student and her entire team for the incredible results that 
were produced in record time, as the Dean and the Head of Department mentioned that the conceptual model 
developed as well as the tool developed have the profound potential to contribute to the digital governance of 
Uganda. 

- Congratulated the Principal investigator on her elevation and presidential assignment as the Permanent 
Secretary of the Ministry of ICT and National Guidance of Uganda. 

- Congratulated the P.I on remembering Makerere University as her Alma Mata (Home), thanked her for returning 
to her ‘Home’, and also inviting the attendees and the University administration to share the milestones and 
highflying successes from the SECA Project. 

- Under the SECA Project, the goal is to promote the strategic vision and mission of Makerere University, on 
making Makerere University a research led institution (one of the strategic goals, on research leadership) 

- He underscored that through research, you can inform curricula and new knowledge. 

- We should develop curricula that is aimed at tackling prevailing challenges in the real world. 

- The goal of SECA is to groom a new generation of research leaders and academics for sustainability of the 
research in the institution, and also inform new solutions. 

- The College of Computing and Information Sciences is at the fore front of providing digital solutions for our 
country. 

- Thanked Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi, the overall programme coordinator of the SECA Project, and underscored that 
the SECA team is privileged to have Dr. Zawedde and her team produce results that are key for national 
development and transformation and the global community. 

- The team is competing for a successor project, and calls will be soon out. Encouraged members of the Faculty 
to compete for these grants which go to more than 35,000 United States Dollars for a fellow, and the mentor to 
support mentorship and support the graduate student. He indicated that he was glad that the graduate student 
for the case of Dr. Zawedde progressed well and successfully completed. This should continue in the next 
successor programme, as it will go a long way in supporting Post- doctoral studies at the university, making the 
university more relevant and more competitive in global rankings, with new research leaders. 

-  Encouraged the team to continuously think out for innovative models, interventions that can guide the university, 
the governance, like this model for quality assessment of e-services in resource constrained environments, as 
this is a direct area that creates interventions for various prevailing challenges and issues. 

- Thanked the College Management for providing an enabling environment for this work to flourish, The College 
Principal, his team, the Dean, the Heads of Departments, in creating this culture. 

- Appreciated the more than 50 attendees that listened in. 

-  Knowledge sharing was encouraged. 

- Acknowledged ICT as a critical unifying factor. 

- Thanked Prof. Oyana for his leadership, and also giving the staff the opportunity to compete for these grants. 

- Urged academics to apply for the next call which will be a little more than one million United States dollars, as 
meetings have been held on the same with Prof. Buyinza. Women are strongly encouraged as the memorandum 
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of understanding with Carnegie is that at least 50% awardees should be ladies, and if they complete on time and 
on schedule, then the partners will be encouraged. 

- Was grateful for the innovative solution that came out of the research, and congratulated the graduate student 
for benefiting and completing. 

- Thanked the audience and closed the dissemination seminar officially. 
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6. COMMENTS FROM THE AUDIENCE (CHAT) 

This section presents the comments raised from the attendees of the presentation. 

Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi: Dear Dr. Zawedde, Shafiq Lutaaya and team, my salutations to 
you. As Carnegie Project Coordination office, we are alive to the fact that for academics to thrive 
and succeed, they need to work within an enabling academic environment, which is supportive of 
their needs and ambitions. It is for this very reason that DRGT established the early career 
fellowship support as a strategic concern across the institution, and create the necessary structures 
to plan and monitor this, but most importantly, and perhaps the most difficult to achieve, a culture of 
research and collegiality needs to be fostered and encouraged within departments. At the heart of 
this, is good mentoring... Congratulations Dr. Zawedde and Team!! 

Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi: DVC (AA) thanks for inspirational comments... 

Prof. Buyinza Mukadasi: Yes DVC, we need to continue investing in talented academic staff 
to ensure that Makerere has a strong foundation of researchers, producing high quality research, 
and able to train successive generations..., Cheers 

Linda Kwoshaba Ajambo: Name. Ajambo Kwoshaba Linda Email. kwosh2linda@gmail.com 

Dr. Aminah Zawedde: I thank you all for joining in for this session. I give special thanks to the 
support team for making this event a success 

Annabella Basaza-Ejiri: thank you 

Ritah Kamiti: Thank you Dr. Aminah Zawedde, Shafiq and Rowena for the presentations. 
Congratulations to Dr. Zawedde upon your promotion.  

Annabella Basaza-Ejiri: Well done PS. Dr. Aminah Zawedde for the presentation, Shafique 
and Rowena for the eloquency towards digital transformation. Ag. Dean, Principal, Dir. DGRT, 
DVCAA, keep it up. Thank you all. 

George LUTTAMAGUZI: Great work Shafiq 

Ochieng Otaala: Thank you Shafiq 

Aisha Kabeda:  Thank you Shafiq for the presentation 

Wasike Timothy: For those who would like to login 

Livingstone Ndigezza: Wonderful and insightful presentation. Thank you Shafiq 

Denis Mugabi: Thanks You Shafiq. Let me also check out ... 

Aisha Kabeda:  How do we share feedback after navigating through the system 

Wasike Timothy: Username/Email: qualitytester@test.com 

Wasike Timothy: Password: qualitypass 

Ritah Kamiti: Thank you Shafiq for the presentation 

Dr. Alice Mugisha: Thanks Shafiq for the good presentation, I believe it is very timely. 
However, what steps have been put in place to ensure that this tool is actually used? 

Odong Simon Peter: Thank you Timothy for the share, let me login. It was absolutely incredible 
the presentation, Many Thanks Shafiq 

Charles Funa: participants thank you for honoring the invite to this dissemination seminar 

Wasike Timothy: You can give your feedback and comments using this digital form 
https://qualityassessmentofeservices.com/survey/index.php/232155?lang=en 

mailto:kwosh2linda@gmail.com
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Charles Funa: Next on the agenda is the Q and A session 

Charles Funa: Kindly requesting those that have questions and remarks to submit through this 
chat here 

Odong Simon Peter: Thank you Moderater Charles. Well done. 

Charles Funa: Thank you Odong Simon Peter you are most welcome 

OKOU L'Okou: Lovely insights.   thank you 

Charles Funa: You are most welcome Okou 

KIYINGI PAUL: Great future 

Odong Simon Peter: Charles I was kindly requesting to know if there's a possibility of having the 
current presenter Rowena Turinawe Presentation Slides. Great insights indeed being shared.  

Charles Funa: Yes just share you email 

Charles Funa: dear participants anyone that wants the slides from the presenters please share 
you names and email address and we shall share 

Charles Funa: thank you 

Philbert Obuchel Geoffrey: Name: Philbert Obuchel Geoffrey 
Email:philbertobuchel@gmail.com 

Ritah Kamiti: Ritah Kamiti; ritah.kamiti@nwsc.co.ug 

Denis Mugabi: Denis Mugabi, Email: admin@uhfug.com 

Ssekyanzi Henry: ssekyanzihenry2013@gmail.com   Ssekyanzi Henry 

Pius Mwinganisa: Can you highlight how the model supports or assists co-development of 
systems by different team while maintain quality? And what parameters does it provide for the co-
developers? 

Christopher Kanyesigye: Christopher Kanyesigye-NWSC   kanyechris2014@gmail.com 

Elias Tuhereze: elias.tuhereze@mak.ac.ug 

Kamulegeya Grace: Kamulegeya Grace-CoCIS 

James Mukasa: jamesmukasa20@gmail.com 

Grace Akol: grace.akol@mak.ac.ug 

Kamulegeya Grace: grace.kamulegeya@mak.ac.ug 

Philip Opio: philipomadi@gmail.com 

Odong Simon Peter: Name: Odong Simon Peter, odongsimonpeter1@gmail.com 

Dr. Alice Mugisha:  alice.mugisha@mak.ac.ug 

Dr. Hawa Nyende: hawa.nyende@mak.ac.ug 

Dr. Hasifah Namatovu: Hey Rowena, great presentation  - Hasifah 

Kamulegeya Grace: Hi Rowena, To what extent does the NITA mandate go in coercing the 
integration of e-services from the other MDAs? Is there a clear policy on system integration for 
MDAs? 

Charles Funa: Dear participants we are open for questions and remarks 

Charles Funa: through the chat session thank you 
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Pius Mwinganisa: mpiusug@yahoo.com 

Pius Mwinganisa: pius.mwinganisa@ict.go.ug 

Annabella Basaza-Ejiri: annabellahabinkaejiri@gmail.com 

Nestor Mugabe: nestor.mugabe@mak.ac.ug 

Margaret Nagwovuma: Margaret.nagwovuma@mak.ac.ug 

Rashidah Kasauli: rashidah.namisanvu@mak.ac.ug 

Livingstone Ndigezza:  ndigezzalivingstone2@gmail.com 

Doreen Katusiime: katusiimedoreen30@gmail.com 
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7. ANNEXURE 

7.1  First Slide of the Presentation – Prof. Gilbert Maiga (Mentor) & Dr. Aminah Zawedde (PI) 

 

7.2  Outline Slide– Dr. Aminah Zawedde (Principal Investigator) 
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7.3  Background: NDP III recognizes the existence of poor quality services 

 

7.4 Quality Assessment of E-services– Dr. Aminah Zawedde (Principal Investigator) 
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7.5 The Research Problem– Dr. Aminah Zawedde (Principal Investigator) 

 

7.6  Research Objectives– Dr. Aminah Zawedde (Principal Investigator) 
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7.7  Project Road Map and Key Activities – (Dr. Aminah Zawedde) 

 

7.8  Project Outputs – Dr. Aminah Zawedde (Principal Investigator) 
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7.9  The Methods – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead and Master’s Student) 

 

7.10 Requirements for model and the tool established – (Shafiq Lutaaya) 
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7.11 The Solution – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead and Master’s Student) 

 

7.12 Validation of the Model – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead) 
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7.13 Key Functionalities of the system – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead) 

 

7.14 System Access: qate.qualityassessmentofeservices.com (Shafiq Lutaaya) 
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7.15 Access Credentials – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead & Master’s Student) 

 

7.16 E-services Quality Assessment Tool dashboard – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead) 
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7.17 Visualization Reports and PDFs to Inform Decision Making on Quality Metrics 

 

7.18 Publications: A Dissertation and Two Research Papers – Shafiq Lutaaya 
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7.19 Project Beneficiaries – Shafiq Lutaaya (Technical Lead and Master’s Student) 

 

7.20 Acknowledgements and Appreciation to stakeholders – Shafiq Lutaaya 
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7.21 Thank you: Shafiq Lutaaya 

 

7.22  Relevance of the tool to Industry, Regulation & Policy: Introduction: (Rowena Turinawe) 
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7.23  Rowena Turinawe Profile  

 9.23 The Mandate and Objectives of the National IT Authority 
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7.24 Foundations Laid for e-government Service Delivery:  Rowena Turinawe (NITA-U)     
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7.24  Adoption of E-services: Achievements 
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7.25 Current E-government Landscape in Uganda:  

 

7.26 Challenges in Adoption of e-government services: Rowena Turinawe (NITA)  
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7.27 Model for Quality Assessment of E-services: Rowena Turinawe 

 

7.28 Model for Quality Assessment of E-services: (Rowena Turinawe-NITA) 
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7.29 Relevance to Industry, Regulation and Policy  
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7.30 Thank you 
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7.31 Shafiq’s Response when asked about interoperability: Estonia’s X-ROAD (Q&A) 
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7.32 Defining X-ROAD & identity integration : Shafiq Lutaaya and Rowena Turinawe (Q and A) 
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7.33  Attendees: Page 1 

 

7.34  Attendees: Page 2 
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7.35 Attendes: Page 3 

 

7.36 Attendees: Panellists / Presenters 
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